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The 10th Dimension – Relativity Part I: From Identity to Relationships 

Class 7 – You Are In-Credible & Q & A – Higher Dimensional Community 

August 7, 2017 

Mark channeled by Jonette Crowley, Copyright 2017, www.JonetteCrowley.com, + 1 (303) 689-9318 
  

OPENING COMMENTS 

JONETTE:   Welcome, people who haven’t been physically here for awhile and totally new people. Next 
Saturday and Sunday we’re going to have the Mark Weekend Workshop here in Denver, and it’s going to be 
live-streamed. So any of you who are getting these recordings who aren’t in a city in Europe where I’m 
coming and don’t mind odd hours in Denver from Europe, go ahead and be part of our live-stream. It’s a 
small group but it is live-stream video so that’s exciting. 

Then the next week, August 21st, Monday, is the Solar Eclipse. I’ll be chasing it. Hopefully, it won’t be 
cloudy but it’s dark anyway whether it’s cloudy or not. On Tuesday here at the church at 7:00 pm, we’re 
going to have a Special Mark Class Solstice Edition. Invite your friends. It’s not going to be the normal 
stuff. It’s going to be whatever we need to do because it’s an eclipse. It will be the first class of the next 
part. 

Was it only last week where we did that deep beingness? Being an elder. And we did that movement, and if 
you looked at your downloads we sent you—Andieas from Switzerland is a Qigong master, and he was 
much better at those movements. He recorded in front of this beautiful pyramid mountain in Switzerland, a 
lake in front of him; he’s in a meadow, and he’s doing the movement to my explanation. But then he made 
one—because once you hear my explanation that would be annoying to hear it every time you want to do 
the movement—then he did this movement, and it’s just so beautiful to watch him. He ad-libs because he 
wants us to feel it not just be rote in it. He did one to music that I just got it today. I haven’t even given it to 
Julie. We’re going to put it out with the audios. Anybody who’s getting it, we’ll send it to people who are 
going to take the Mark Class, and we’ll find other ways to get it out but it’s so beautiful to watch it with 
that—it’s at dusk, the sun is setting in this beautiful place, and he’s just doing his Qigong. 

Mark has said about these times that the bonds are loosening—the bonds of what has structured, what has 
held together are loosening. So it’s an opportunity, you know, things do fall apart, things do change but it’s 
an opportunity to restructure anything you want to restructure at a higher order that serves our future, not 
our past. You may find things odd. I’ll just give you an example. Yesterday I did a shamanic journey with 
some friends—drumming and bowls with the intention of going as deep as we could. There was one point 
last night. We’re watching the sunset behind the mountains, and I do this inter-dimensional traveling but 
time and space moved around. Time was not linear. It was not like I could see different timelines but I 
would say something, and it feels like three seconds later I would hear myself say it. It was just my 
relationship to time was different and space seemed to be warped. 

So I’m asking, “How can I be of service? What do I need to do?” I saw a lot of souls, including mine, 
wanting to leave the planet. I asked my friends to hold me on the ground because I thought I could actually 
just leave right now. I was kind of on my way out. I’m thinking this is not what I think I want. So I kind of 
had to fight for my soul to come back. I saw other people kind of fighting for their soul to come back. I 
asked the question in this space why are so many people leaving who don’t really want to leave or what’s 
going on? Then I was shown a nuclear explosion, a bomb or a nuclear something. I go, okay, that would be 
why people would want to leave. But because space is plastic, time is plastic, we don’t have to have that 
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nuclear explosion. I asked what it was. Is it an accident? The word was no, it’s not an accident. It’s a 
nuclear mistake which probably means some idiot has his finger on the red button and, oh, that’s a mistake. 
I said, okay, that’s in plastic time so what can I and the helpers who know how to do these things do? I said 
let’s reverse time, and I saw the nuclear explosion kind of go back like watching a video backwards. It 
comes back in, and then it’s not there. I thought, well, we could do that. We could just reverse it, snip out 
that part where there was a nuclear explosion and go on some different timeline. 

In this weird state of knowing time and space was plastic, I did that. Who knows if I was just playing 
around but it was an odd thing. When structures fall apart, they fall open, and they fall open into things 
structured in ways we don’t understand. We need to be opportunists to say this isn’t how I thought structure 
worked but if it doesn’t work the old way, maybe we can do this, maybe we can do that. Really be aware 
beyond our habits of dealing with anything. These are interesting times. 

Let's see what Mark has to say for this Lunar Eclipse which is also a Full Moon. Is that right? And then it's 
a New Moon for the Solar Eclipse.  

MARK – YOU ARE IN-CREDIBLE 

Welcome, incredible ones. This is Mark. 

We want you to stay incredible out of the bounds of that which is credible and real and logical. Stay 
incredible in all you do. The 10th dimension is about relationship and interconnection. We are playing in a 
world where possibilities are based on connections. Your world is that way. When you try to get 
something done, it's the connections that make the difference—sometimes not what you know, not what 
you've done— it's the connections. In this time of restructuring, we'd love you to see relationships, 
interrelationships—and it's not just emotional relationships with humans but relationships with art, 
relationships with your car, relationships with nature to be more aware—for you to be more clear and open 
with regard to how do you relate to food, how do you relate to television, how do you relate to things you 
don't like in the newspaper, how do you relate to anger. Relationship is much more than human to human. 
It's your relationship to your past, your relationship to your shortcomings. We ask you to be loosened, to 
be unbound; and as you, and everything that's crystallized in your life as true and you becomes 
unbound, the crystallization gives rise to a new you with a new prism, new light, and new spectrums.  

We think we will play with a meditation of disassociation and then lift you to a state of reassociation or 
reorganization at a new level. We don't really know how this will look. We do know that you have practice 
being disassociated because you know how to be holographic, you understand the quantum weirdness of 
the universe; and so, we ask you to be present in yourself, sit up straight, be awake, and we're going to hold 
a space that is discordant. It's not harmonious. It doesn't lift you and let you fly. It's annoying, and it's like 
chalk on a blackboard. It's a space that has energy of disassociation, not emotional disassociation, but it 
kind of annoys you so that what is so begins to break apart. We'll just see how long without making you 
uncomfortable, but play with it, find things that would allow you to un-crystallize the structures that you've 
become so fond of. 

Imagine what that looks like—un-crystallization, disassociation for you. Does it feel like a windshield 
being fractured, breaking into a million pieces? Does it feel like a barrage of stones falling into a placid 
pond? We promise it won't be harmful. It certainly won't be lethal. So use your imagination to make 
yourself uncomfortable, broken apart—fond structures and belief systems loose. 

We’ll send frequencies that might sound like annoying high pitched frequencies. Jonette won't make the 
sounds, and we’re just going to send frequencies that break things apart.  

Please de-crystallize your fears because you might find that this state is oddly freeing, strangely fun.  
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Thought structures become loosened, unhinged. You become less attached to your habits, to your thought 
systems, to your beliefs. 

See how it feels in your emotional body and your physical body. Try to make it stronger, the sense of 
disassociation or breaking apart or un-attachment. You might even put your awareness inside your body 
because your organs hold things in certain ways; and perhaps those old patterns aren't helpful, your old 
emotions that are stuck to your liver or stuck to your heart. Go inside and seem to break apart, disassociate 
how your body deals with your world. 

Shaking things loose. Notice if your breathing changes. Maybe tension you always have in your jaw is 
going away because you're loosening the belief systems that put that tension there. Go for even more 
frequencies that disturb you.  

Another thing that's loosening is your attachment to your stories, your past, and the timelines that brought 
you here. You're being freed up, loosened, unbound so feel that happening as well. Then you'll get to a 
point of stasis, a point of openness or a sense of freedom, a quiet space. Do all the breaking apart until you 
find a new quiet space not filled with your old structures. Begin to sense your presence here in this 
disassociated, unfettered state, not building your structures, just accepting yourself here, kind of raw and 
unstructured. We’ll spend many minutes here getting comfortable with this so you don't race back to your 
old structures. 

It might not feel like a place you're comfortable with or familiar with, and that's exactly what we're looking 
for. It's a new quiet place, a new normal. Notice that this new normal feels like you but it's different. It's not 
so familiar. It's you reborn, refreshed, and unleashed. Let this sense of you get stronger so this can be you 
from now on. You can still find structures but you choose them now from the path you are going not from 
your historical protective mechanisms because most of your structures were for protection, not necessarily 
growth or evolution. This is the evolutionary self, the one who grows, and the one who sees opportunities. 
She's not a product of her past; she's a product of her future. This new self is free and open, has room for 
new relationships, new belief systems, new ways of feeling and processing thoughts based on who you 
really are. 

Notice it's quiet in your brain right now. That incessant voice was part of the old control system. There is 
light here in your brain now. There is room for new thoughts, new patterns, and new reactions. There is 
space for creativity, for intuition, for joy. There is space in your brain to be okay with doing nothing. The 
structure of productivity and overcompensation was probably left behind.  

There's a sense of connection with the rhythms of Mother Earth, the rhythms of nature now. That natural 
part of you was tied down by the structures and the schedules but now you feel yourself more as an alive 
being, as a child of Mother Earth, as a human fairy. 

In this new self there is no structure to hang anxiety because there is presence now and space and 
acceptance. There is a sense of continual goodwill that just bubbles inside you. It might have been bubbling 
before but there was so much rigidity there, you couldn't see it. 

You feel really right with yourself. All those dancing doubts have danced out of the picture. You don't run 
your life from doubts. You're curious. You're trusting. You're light hearted.  

It's getting more comfortable, isn't it? It doesn't have the frenzy, doesn't have that sense of comparison. It's 
you but it's more of you. There is more room for you. From this new space, you make new associations, 
new relationships, new thoughts and belief systems but from a higher level. Begin to see more plastic 
relationships form, not relationships with plastic people but more plasticity. Begin to feel all of the things 
that used to direct you being re-decided at a higher level by you—new decisions coming to fruition within 
your head, within your life. Now notice this new you operating in a new world.  
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Notice that your emotional body is much more at ease now, more radiant, more open, and more free. Just 
enjoy this for a few minutes, this space of emotional freedom. Just enjoy the space. I’m not asking you to 
do anything with it. As you enjoy it, you get used to it, and it becomes more embodied within you—an 
emotional state of well-being of space, of openness, of trust. 

You might notice as you stay in this open, high-emotional state, that your emotional state was numb before 
in many places. It wasn’t even operating fully because you had numbed it down over so many years. So 
feel it. Your emotional body is more alive. You’re more aware of it now. 

Now also feel your mental body—that place that was usually clouded with thoughts and beliefs and doubts 
and comparisons—and now just feel that it’s open. It’s a place to receive insight. It’s not so busy anymore. 
All those structures of how to be and how to think, they’re gone. This is open and free, flexible and fluid, 
connected to the universe. Again, enjoy that soft openness. The more you enjoy it, the more it becomes a 
permanent part of you, a place you’re comfortable being from. 

And, dear ones, feel your spiritual body. It’s clear and more open too. That sense of searching and yearning 
and needing, trying to do it right, trying to be right, that’s all gone with those old structures. Notice the pure 
space of your spirit—uncluttered, unorganized, and free. Feel the radiance, the light without any effort, the 
space.  

To all this now, dear ones, feel your physical body. It’s clearer. It’s softer. It’s not churning around. There is 
space in it. There is light in it. There is life force. There is balance. Really feel this space within your 
physical body. 

Places you’ve held dis-ease or tension seem to be more open now because your body doesn’t need to 
respond to old traumas. You’re recreating a body for the future you not as a result of the past. Let your body 
know this. Feel space, feel tension leaving, feel balance returning. 

Putting it all together—physical body, emotional body, mental body, spiritual body—all these new feelings. 
Feel how comfortable it’s becoming. You like who you are. There is a pure tone that comes from you now 
that’s less disturbed, less chaotic. Imagine that that pure tone joins a symphony of others that have this pure 
tone too—others who have remade themselves not as a result of their past but as a self that’s equipped for 
the future you choose. Let that pure tone find the other future forward humans. Find them as your new 
tribe, the ones you connect to in dreamtime, and the ones who are brave enough to not be who they’ve 
always been. Build your relationships with them. Feel the love and the support, the camaraderie, the 
reunion, the remembering. Whenever you make a change, you need new peers, a new team who operates at 
your level. Feel them now around the world. Welcome them as they welcome you. You can feel they’re 
pure, they’re clear, they’re not afraid. There is something sparkling about them, renewed, and they’re not 
very serious. 

Some of these humans who are on your new team are still infants. Some are wise elders. Some are ones 
who didn’t even know they could make this change. Really make your new connections with these humans 
all around the world. They’re going to help support you staying in this new place, help you in the new 
world. They’re going to be the ones who run into you who you meet randomly in the future because you’re 
connecting to them now. Some of them will come into your life. That’s what you’re asking for, to know 
them here too. 

Welcome! You are In-Credible, and now you can feel it. 

It’s incredible people who create an incredible experience on Earth. You’ve lived the old experience 
and haven’t liked it all that much. You are the wave of the ones who change. This is what you were 
born for. Thank you for giving up the old bonds, the old structures, It didn’t feel great in the beginning but 
you trusted; and you weren’t uncomfortable long before you became here, and we hope you can feel the 
difference. 
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 We thank you. This is Mark. 

GROUP COMMENTS 

JONETTE:  You can just hang here in this really nice space for a little while without Mark talking. Mark 
tries to move us step by step into the new world, and then kind of push us out on the stepping stones of the 
river toward that other shore; and then as soon as we’re halfway through, he takes those stepping stones 
from behind so you can’t return. There is only one way. Because I know we kind of look like, “Oh, can’t I 
just go back? I liked my old world of fears and smallness.” How do you feel? Let’s talk about how you feel. 
Any questions? 

COMMENT 1 (Le Ann):  This is Le Ann. I really felt such an openness as he was talking about the 
emotional body and then the intellectual or the mental. I felt there was such a transition from the discord to 
what felt almost like a platform of light that you could lean into as it got more comfortable. Then it’s like he 
started to open it up for us. I started to feel this space within as well as without and expansion. 

JONETTE:  I love the words, Le Ann, the light you can lean into. That’s really nice. 

COMMENT 2 (Jim):  This is Jim. The difficult part was very easy for me tonight. It’s the state I have been 
in for a week. I’ve always been in control of my life and able to help people so much. A week ago I was in 
the greatest light I’ve ever been in, and the next day, my life was turned upside down, and it’s been in that 
state for a week now. Last night was the worst. For the most part I have been able to go to a beautiful state 
of light but there is always that uncomfortable nagging doubt of what is going to happen to me because I’m 
homeless. Last night was the worst. I’m never depressed but last night it hit. I had the last meal that I had in 
the house, and the stores are miles away from where I am staying with a friend for a few days. I was 
running out of water and juice and everything else; and it just overtook me. I’m still able to go into that 
beautiful state of light but there is still that nagging doubt in the back of my mind. I don’t know what’s 
going to happen to me. 

JONETTE:  So it’s really interesting, Jim. You’re living that space that he got us into of disassociation and 
of discomfort and of no control. What’s interesting is, because you’re living it, that state on the other side 
will be so different. 

JIM:  Yes, I know one day, I’m sure of it, one day soon I will look back and I will laugh. There were times 
in this week I’ve looked at things. and I’ve just laughed but as I say, there is that nagging doubt in the back 
of my mind. I do have a question if Mark comes to the point… 

JONETTE:  He’s going to take questions later. He left right now. I mean I can kind of channel him but 
we’re just hearing from everyone so keep your question in mind. He didn’t really leave. He’s just letting me 
be here. Other comments from people here? How was that annoying chalkboard? I could feel it. I mean I 
felt discombobulated and it was kind of cool to allow that to happen and not to try to fix it. 

COMMENT 3 (Vern):  This is Vern. I felt very uncomfortable at times partly physically and partly because 
I knew I was giving up things that were very normal, and it’s scary to let go of what is our secure base. I 
went through all kinds of different phases including my body got hot. I felt uncomfortable at times. The 
sanctuary that I call the central space that we went to was a wonderful respite because it was a place of 
newness and possibilities. In fact, I had this image of bubbles coming up that were each of them 
possibilities and potential and had no structure and no meaning and nothing but they were all very 
intriguing so that was the most important part for me. 
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JONETTE:  I’m sure the point he’s letting us get to is that we couldn’t have gone to that second space. We 
couldn’t take our self full of all of our fears and stuff into that new place that we had to allow some 
breaking apart. We must have because we all felt like we ended up someplace nicer than when we started. 

COMMENT 4 (Barbara):  This is Barbara. I didn’t experience any discomfort. It feels like this has 
something we’ve been doing all along is letting go more and more of particularly this structure of things, 
habits, patterns that don’t work in our lives. Thoughts, you know, so I just kind of expanded into it, I guess, 
I don’t know. Then I went out pretty far. I mean I was present and conscious but I don’t remember a whole 
lot per se as far as things said. I do remember thinking because we talked about it a couple of weeks ago 
holding sanctuary and being that space of sanctuary. I went to a concert last week with Judy Collins, and I 
had to get up and walk around a couple of times. I actually held consciously that space of sanctuary and of 
light, that radiance for everyone there and just expanded it out. It was really beautiful. Maybe I was able to 
let go enough to not perceive it as a discord. Everything just was what it was. 

JONETTE:  Good! People on the Internet? All right, we’ll pass it over. 

COMMENT 5 (Julie/Internet):  Andieas from Switzerland says this feels so good and has been on the way 
for some time. Incredible to flip the coin around on the side of fear in search for security, and just turning 
the coin around and feeling freedom to be in a new reality with a lot of curiosity and trust. I imagined a 
worst case scenario for me and it cannot really catch me. Great experience! 

JONETTE:  That’s a great way to say it. 

COMMENT 5 (Julie S.):  This is Julie. This has been happening in the past several weeks, I always start to 
experience whatever it is Mark’s going to serve up for us. So I was quite uncomfortable starting last night 
and throughout the day today and kind of being vexed about it because I’m like, well, what’s wrong with 
me? Why am I supposed to be this way? I’m not supposed to be this way, yada, yada, yada. What is the 
problem? Do I like that? Do I not like that? Then having the whole talk in your head. So it was delightful to 
get this going today. I was already in discord probably a little bit so that was good. I didn’t have to imagine 
much more of that but I loved the shaking up—what happened to me is things got shook up inside and 
eventually things got thrown out. Okay? So like the marbles in my head—those went. Shook out—those 
went. There were things around my heart that went. Then traveling through the body and then at some point 
I took everything out—every organ, everything was out, gone. While it was all out there going away or 
whatever it’s doing, there’s this happy little whisper inside that’s now an empty shell cleaning, scrubbing 
everything—scrubbing behind the eyes where those were, scrubbing over here, scrubbing at the heart, 
cleaning up the toes, and laughing. So when Mark said there’s joy here. There’s laughter and happiness. It 
was like, oh good, because I thought that was a little weird. I was happy to be there. During that time where 
I was empty before—like the organs came back in cleaned up but not any of the crap, not any of the 
unnecessary stuff so it was all clean and shiny. During that time then, the frequency got stronger and really 
sort of—I still feel that there now so I’m sort of zoned. There is this wave that’s going. Then one of the last 
things I saw was like the lighthouse is now in here, and the beacon’s going out as I’m calling to all those 
other humans to connect. There’s this beacon going on out there because at first I’m like I don’t see 
anybody. Where are they all? I thought you’re trying too hard so I went back to the zone space where 
everything is really nice and feels great. Then I understood that the beacon has been activated now and the 
light is shining forth. I feel like all those places too where organs and eyes and everything were, now the 
light is poking through. So I have all these leaks of light all over everywhere. It feels good to be remade 
that way. I loved it. I loved it. Now the radiance has a way out. 

JONETTE:  What a great description! I love the picture of having the organs all cleaned. Because if you 
imagine how much stuff your organs are holding because of your structures, you know, this is bad because 
you never liked that part of your body. Who knows? It was just nice to say (I love what you said) I’m 
making myself for my future not based on protection from the past. Why take that old protected thing into 
our future? We want a new us. It felt wonderful. I think the second half he’ll have questions. He might do 
something but for sure have questions. So go enjoy a break. 
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OPENING COMMENTS AFTER BREAK 

JONETTE:  In these times of change it’s important to trust those impulses and insights that you get because 
they may be not what you would logically do or believe. I’m kind of discombobulated. My Saturday—I 
have a roommate right now because he didn’t have a place to live; and I’m hardly ever in my office but I 
was working on Saturday because I didn’t get enough work done during the week, and he crawls up the 
basement stairs (his bedroom is in the basement), and he stands at my door, and he says, “Do I look all 
right?” He thought he was having a stroke. He said, “I’m losing consciousness and getting paralyzed. Call 
911.” I go, “Can’t I just take you to the ER?”  “Call 911.” By the time I dialed 911 he’d already collapsed 
and was losing consciousness. I’m on the phone with 911 trying to unlock the door, trying to keep him from 
falling off the bench; and so I spent the afternoon and evening at the hospital, and he didn’t have a stroke. 
They think he had a drug interaction—he might have taken one too many of one of his pills by mistake. 

What I want to say about trusting what you get, sometimes you get things in these deeper places, and you 
go, “Oh, no, I don’t know what that means. That can’t be me.” The higher dimensions are trying to 
communicate to us, and they’re trying to communicate the changes that we’re making. Sometimes it’s so 
easy to brush something aside. So about once a month I go to James Pinkle. He’s an energy healer, and he’s 
big enough to hold the space for me to grow. I’m lying there on his massage table, and I knew something 
big was happening because of all these eclipses and everything. I said, “James, today let’s just go for it.” I 
felt unzipped and like a walk-in came in. This was the day after we did that amazing presence, you know, 
our Higher Self being present meditation. The walk-in wasn’t alien. It wasn’t another soul. It was just an 
even more present part of me. I was so filled with love, and I go, “Oh, my gosh! My heart is changing.” 
And being Catholic, I remember those prayer cards—the pictures of Jesus and Mary with their sacred 
heart’s light; and I hear words, “You have a sacred heart.” And I go, “Oh, I can’t. That’s Jesus and Mary.” I 
realized, don’t we do that? You know, it can’t be me. They were trying to tell us it’s all of us. I’m going, 
“Okay, maybe I have a sacred heart.” I’m laying on the table and I feel this flame coming out of it. I 
thought, “That’s curious. My heart’s on fire.” And it wasn’t radiance everywhere. It was just a flame and it 
was going up and up and up. I could tell much like the vibration we did today where that flame was going 
up, and I could tell other flames that had that same light were finding it; and I realized that that was 
creating what is the eternal flame of love. 

Thank heavens for Google. I googled the Sacred Heart of Jesus and the Sacred Heart of Mary, and they 
have flames coming out of their hearts. I didn’t remember that from the holy cards. I go, Jesus, you know, I 
couldn’t have made that up—the sacred heart and the flames. 

So, okay, I accept it. Again, we keep putting that which is wonderful into the other, and we put that which is 
not wonderful into the other too. We’ve made our world into a duality, and it’s time to own the greatness. 
When we own the greatness, then it will be okay to own the not so great because we disowned that, and the 
shadow side can’t transform until we own it. But don’t take the shadow side first. Get the light side first, 
and then the shadow really isn’t a problem. When you have these insights, don’t say, oh, that can’t be me, 
or I haven’t studied enough, or I’m just new to meditation, or whatever stuff we say, or I’m not holy enough 
or smart enough. Nobody who was, and probably any of those saints—Mother Teresa, the Dalai Lama—
probably none of them think they’re worthy of what we think they are. So, we are ready. 

I hope you have questions but maybe Mark will do a journey. I don’t know. We’ll see. Okay, one minute—
let me get Mark here. He’s the answer guy. We’re so excited that we’ve got the transcripts from the 
Keystone Dialogues all transcribed. Julie, you probably haven’t had time to do the audios? 

JULIE A.:  Yes I have, that’s why we have the transcript. 
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JONETTE:  All right, all of you who love Mark, you can now order the Keystone Dialogues on Friday. You 
can’t order them yet—Friday! Just exciting stuff! He answered questions and Ashtatara came in, and that 
was pretty exciting as well. Just wait, you guys are all too fast for me, or else you’ll get Jonette’s answers; 
and you don’t really don’t want mine. 

ALISA: You have a scared heart… 

JONETTE:  It doesn’t mean I have answers. I just have love. 

MARK – Q & A – HIGHER DIMENSIONAL COMMUNITY 

MARK:  Welcome, this is Mark. Yes, love is enough. All right, we are ready for your questions. 

QUESTION 1 (Vern):  This is Vern. I appreciate letting go of our structures, and I also appreciate the 
difficulty that goes with some things that I hold dear to my heart—my values, the things that I’ve found to 
be important in life that have served me well. The challenge I find and, therefore, my question is how do I 
retain the parts of myself that really feel right and feel like the way to live and also let them go at the same 
time? It seems like a paradox. 

MARK:  That’s a very good question. There are parts of you that are your essence. They’re not 
structured. They are beyond words. They came with you, and every time you incarnate they are there 
again. So those values, those essential things, you can’t give them away. What happens though is when 
you give other structures away, those values get more clear, and they may change because most of the 
time your values have become values in words and belief. But below the words and beliefs are your 
essential values that you can’t quite write down. Those will always be there, and they will find a new way 
to express themselves even if you give away the belief, you know, because of my values, I believe in the 
Golden Rule. Well, the Golden Rule is still a structure. When you let it go, the essence that made you 
believe in the Golden Rule is always there but maybe there is something bigger that isn’t a rule. Don’t 
worry about throwing away you. What happens is you throw away all the things that have cluttered you and 
have become the faux you and have lost the real you. Thank you. It was a very important question. You all 
love your faux you because it’s what interacts. It’s what relates to the world. These dimensions about 
relativity/relations—you cannot have real relativity to the universe if what you are relating from is false—
the faux you. It is only the real you that can have real relativity—real relationships if you think of human 
relationships—but we’re talking about relationships with the Cosmos. 

QUESTION 2 (Jim):  This is Jim. I have two questions—one is for all of us and the other is for a Mark 
Group person in Europe. The one for all of us is this weekend during the night is going to be what has been 
called the greatest light show in history from a meteor. What is that going to do for us? 

MARK:  It is the Perseid Shower but we are closer, is that it? So it is stronger than normal? 

JIM:  Yes. 

MARK:  More fire balls. It’s very interesting that that shower comes between these two eclipses and in this 
period where there’s a lot of upheaval and a lot of opportunity for new growth. The bombarding of your 
atmosphere with random bombs of broken stars accelerates the energy field of breaking down. As we said, 
you might feel the breaking down like a barrage of stones hitting a still pond. Well, this is a barrage of star 
pieces hitting a relatively still atmosphere. It is part of the breaking down that gives the opportunity for 
something new. 
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QUESTION 3 (Jim):  Wonderful! Okay, the other question is I post for what’s called The International 
Mark Group. I post Mark sayings every day and everybody loves them. A couple days ago, one person said, 
“What is quantum love? I asked for love quantum love, and it is the greatest experience I have ever had.” 

MARK:  We cannot describe it any better than the greatest experience you ever had. You talk about 
unconditional love but the fact that you even call it unconditional love, there are already conditions in it. 
Quantum love comes from everywhere, doesn’t necessarily look like love, and goes from you to 
everywhere because it’s not just receiving. Quantum love happens when you become cosmic, when 
you become quantum, when you become holographic, when you’re not just singular. When you’re 
singular, you only have this much room to hold love. When you become quantum and everywhere, you can 
hold infinite love; and when you have that experience of quantum love, it changes you into quantum 
because who would ever go back to being singular when the love is just so good. Thank you for hosting, 
and Jonette wants to remind you to get on the International Mark Facebook page. Is it a closed or open 
page? 

JIM:  It’s closed. 

MARK:  It’s closed but you can ask for acceptance, and Jim is moderating it. It’s for people who are 
interested in Mark, and beautiful quotes that you can send to other people—quotes with beautiful graphics. 
Thank you, Jim. Jonette is especially grateful since she is not exactly the “Facebook Queen.” 

QUESTION 4 (Jarla):  I’d like to remind all listeners that Jonette has a Quantum Love CD on her website. I 
think it knocked me totally off my chair, and I had to lay down a long time, and I had the biggest vision 
I’ve ever had after listening to that. 

JONETTE:  Is that (so people know) on the Free Listening Room? 

JARLA:  I’m not sure. I’ve had it for three years. It feels like this first meditation we did today (and this is 
Jarla, I don’t know if I said that)—is a continuation of our releasing identity. The identity that Mark 
explained (Session 3 or something) had to do with the identity that we have created in response to resisting 
and to corrections and to pains and suffering. We identify so much with that that becomes who we think we 
are, and we’re definitely wanting to let that go. It is our story. It’s irrelevant. We’re learning. It’s so fantastic 
and this meditation felt like a lot of pinks and reds and golds and light, bright, beautiful. I felt a lot of Mary 
Magdalene or Isis, priestess’s kind of energy in it. Would Mark like to comment on that? 

MARK:  For everyone that would be different but because your essence doesn’t go away, the barnacles get 
cleaned off of it. If you feel that Mary Magdalene or priestess or Isis, it means that’s part of your essence is 
that priestess lineage is part of your essence. It is owning what is you whether it’s a sacred heart or the 
lineage of the priestess. It is owning what is you. 

QUESTION 5 (Barbara):  It’s funny. I actually sent Jonette some information about this on her Facebook 
but she will never look at it but I’m just saying she might be interested. Anyway, somebody sent this out 
and I checked it out and it was actually from today, and there was a really interesting video. Apparently, 
today the Schumann Resonance jumped again to 40 Hertz and sustained that for many hours so I don’t 
know if it’s still there or whatever but this is the highest that it has been. I thought I’d just ask Mark. 
Apparently, this is going to be ongoing. 

MARK:  The frequencies that are coming in now are what are accelerating your need and your ability to 
make these jumps in consciousness. You couldn’t make them with the same amount of frequencies coming 
to Earth. Although they are disruptive of the old which is where we are, they are supportive of the new 
future human. The Earth is absorbing tremendous frequencies, and the Earth can do it because the Earth 
isn’t saddled with identity of how she thinks she should be. She can receive these frequencies and go, oh, I 
guess I better change and make ready for it. Humans, however, you have your DNA that is still tribally 
bonded rather than universal. You have your identity that’s been protective and protection. You have a 
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harder time changing because you’re not purely connected to the Earth. That’s why in this earlier 
meditation, you felt really different when you connected to the Earth because the Earth is able to accept 
higher frequencies without saying, “Well, that doesn’t feel like what I believe in.” These higher frequencies 
will cause you to let go of your identity or the identity gets heavier and heavier. You will be asked to be 
more fluid but these high frequencies are exactly what are upping your brain waves, upping the 
consciousness, upping the game. The more stuck the humans are, and the more stuck your political 
structures, the more they will rumble when they keep getting hit by higher frequencies. It’s not a bad thing. 
It’s just a different thing. 

QUESTION 6 (Eileen):  Hello, Mark. This is Weleen. The timeline I have created for myself is a timeline 
for Nova Earth, peace and flowing, and there is nothing nuclear in it whatsoever; and if there is, I’ll just 
jump to a different timeline. I’m curious about what happened to Jonette this weekend where she jumped 
into a timeline that had a nuclear and was shown how to snip it out of there. I’m sort of asking this as a 
nosey Jonette question. Was that to teach her how to snip it out or were there other things going on there? 

MARK:  There was a timeline that had a great deal of credibility that had a nuclear mistake. She was taken 
to a world where time and space were plastic so she could get the idea that instead of being afraid and 
helping people not be afraid, she would just change the event. She wasn’t alone but the beings who showed 
her the atomic mistake hoped that she would take action, and they needed some humans to take these 
actions. They can’t do it alone. There are critical events that could have happened on Earth a million times, 
and there are people and shaman and angels and other beings who retract them from your experience. This 
is just Jonette learning that she can be one of those retractors or redactors. The reason she can is because 
she tells you, and you now know that if something comes up that you don’t like, instead of going into fear 
and protection, you go, oh, I can walk through time. I am a multidimensional being. I’ll just fix it. It can 
still exist on whoever’s timeline wants it but humans have been protected many times by beings who have 
changed very difficult events. You are after all incredible. You don’t have to have the Hulk part. 

QUESTION 7 (Julie/Internet):  Andieas from Switzerland says hi Mark, can you please talk more about this 
kind of higher dimensional Internet that we are creating with our spirit family at the moment? It seems to 
become more important now. 

MARK:  Thank you for that question. Your family—we’ll call it a solar family because mostly it’s Earth 
beings. It might be Earth beings from other times but it is Earth beings—is very important because humans 
are tribal herd people, and you become like your tribe or herd or village. If you change and your herd 
remains the same, you will not stay changed long. It is very important that you create a new community, 
and at first you’re doing it virtually. You don’t know who these people are but they will drop into your life. 
You’ll meet one at the grocery store. You’ll meet one at the pharmacy. Some of these people will find you 
because that’s the nature of these interconnections. It is very important that you update your community. 
You can’t get rid of your family but you can commune with them from a higher level, and you can 
consciously decide to stay, to spend less time with people who are resistant—you can tell because they’re 
resistant to you getting better and happier. They point out why you shouldn’t be and this is not true or 
credible. It is important to make decisions about how you spend your time, and who you spend your time 
with, and also what you decide to watch on television. This new community is there, and it’s very important 
to consciously connect with them or you will be pulled back down into the mud. It’s worse to be in the mud 
once you’ve been out. 

QUESTION 8 (Julie S.):  Thanks, Mark, for that. That was helpful. That was part of my discordance inside, 
I felt earlier in being with people that were like fingers on the chalkboard. I thought, well, do I stay and 
shine the light or do I leave or what do I do? So that’s very helpful. I appreciate that. 

MARK:  You can leave and shine the light. 

JULIE S.:  I can leave and shine the light! Great idea! Yes, I will. This is Julie. I wanted to share part of the 
journey that happened since integrating my Higher Self into this being. I had been working with chakras for 
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many years, and along the way right before that integration, I went through an exercise where I more or less 
got rid of the chakras. But what happened, it wasn’t removing the chakras. What I learned several days 
after, what really happened was they coalesced and came together at the heart, and then they melted and 
dispersed into the core essence which we talked about that other time. I’ve noticed that some who had 
opportunity to do that exercise did not. Well, I’ve always had my chakras. We’re supposed to have chakras. 
What am I supposed to do when I do not have chakras? But I went ahead and went, okay, something new to 
try and I’m going to try that. I just thought I’d share with people more to get it out there because I went on 
trust; and I thought I’d try and play and see what it felt like, and I liked it. It felt right and it felt good, and I 
really think it helped me integrate my Higher Self more fully and to prepare the way for that again. 

MARK:  Whatever spiritual rituals you have will also need to be questioned. Chakras—you are absolutely 
right. They serve a purpose to understand them but the next level of chakra—it’s not exactly in your heart 
but there is a melting of what’s the solar plexus, the light in the heart. There is this huge chakra and it is 
multidimensional so it’s no longer all lined up, and no longer just yours. That is that sacred heart, and the 
solar plexus is the flame. When you get to the sacred heart, you are truly moving as a universal being 
because it feels like it’s your heart but it is now an interconnected heart. That’s what makes it sacred. 
So all of the things that you’ve been taught—well, I always have to take Vitamin B, or I always need to do 
this, or my chakras better be balanced—at some point, we invite you to give up every sacred cow. 

QUESTION 9 (Julie A.):  Hello, Mark. This is Julie. I know you want to wait to answer this question; 
however, I’m going to ask again. Can you tell us about Relativity, Part II or at least give us a title at the 
very minimum? That would be wonderful. Thank you. 

MARK:  Yes, we can because today is an eclipse, and we are already moving into the energy we were 
looking for. What is the name of this course? 

JULIE A:  From Identity to Relationships. 

MARK:  Hmm, then we are staying on track. We like that. We will call it Universal Relativity. It will be 
more about having relationships. It will follow from the same answer we gave to Julie [S.]. There comes a 
point where your essence, your heart, your being is not just yours. It has transcended and becomes 
universal. It happens when you give up your addiction to your small identity. You are not trained yet in 
universal—we won’t use the word identity but a universal self and the relativity that a universal self can 
have. It is the realm of elders. It is the realm—in your Christian Hierarchy—the realm of saints. 

It will give you a perspective that will allow so much of the small stuff in your life to melt away and for 
you to be guided at a much more universal flow. It’s taking these eclipses, the Schumann Resonance, and 
the uncertainty in your world—uncertainty is a good thing because it has people question that which was 
certain—there is a great deal of uncertainty in your world and that combined with the strong awakening of 
a yearning to evolve and the energy frequencies that enable evolution all coming together. This window of 
rapid growth will not stay open continually. It will be open through probably late December. Then it slows 
down, and there will be other openings but the major opening is from now until late December. What that 
says is if there are major changes that you need to make—and that is inside yourself as well as external—
you are supported in these changes from now until late December. They may not be easy because a lot is 
changing but that is also the time of greatest opportunity. Thank you for asking the question again. 

QUESTION 10 (Jarla):  Mark, this is Jarla. Among the people, so to speak, to gather around ourselves and 
to use as resources, does that include our subgroup of the Sirian Galactic Council? 

MARK:  It does mean galactic beings as well—angels, Inner Earth Beings. Open wide your borders for 
who is your community. Don’t always look to the sky. Remember the Inner Earth Beings because they are 
your kin, and they do remember magic. That spirit world, those shape-shifters, and those fairy worlds—do 
connect to them as well. We will take only one more question. 
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QUESTION 11 (Julie/Internet):  Joe from Colorado says hi Mark. It feels like you take us through exercises 
like tonight which stretch me; and I never quite return back to where I was but I do unstretch a bit over 
time. Any suggestions of ways we can take ourselves more easily back to that lovely space we hit tonight? 

MARK:  And just to say our MO [method of operation] over the decades has been to take you out of your 
comfort zone knowing you’ll creep back but you can never get all the way back. This is how we have 
learned to teach and push you iteratively. Probably the way to get back to that space is that sanctuary 
exercise we gave a few weeks ago. Now you’ll feel that the sanctuary is different because before it was the 
sanctuary built by the old self, and now you are unstructured and unfettered so, of course, your sanctuary is 
going to feel different. But you already know how to get to that sanctuary so that is probably that space for 
you. 

We remind you that during times of change, you must expand the circle of those you feel you should 
help or are responsible for. To be universal you have universal gifts, and you get them in correspondence 
to universal responsibility. It doesn’t mean more work necessarily but when work happens, you must be 
willing to be there. Be great beings that you pray to. Do not write your name on a “to do” list and then do 
your miracle. They simply are radiant beings with enough excess light that when you ask for your miracle, 
the light just handles it. You will do miracles less, and your light will enable miracles more. Yet, you 
must have an attitude of generosity and kindness. It will come back to you a million times.  

We thank you. You are In-Credible! 

CLOSING 

JONETTE:  Notice that even with all the questions, and we get mental, and we think about it, that that 
space we were in, we’re still there because our soul does gravitate to that where it’s free and comfortable. 
When we remind it like doesn’t that feel better? Your soul goes, “Yeah, what took you so long?” So your 
soul is not going to necessarily leave these spaces. You may not have a habit of checking to see how your 
soul really is. You might be on automatic doing this; and you go, “Whoa, but I feel really good today. So be 
with your soul and in joy. Have a great week. I’ll see many of you this weekend for the Mark Weekend. 
Blessings!
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